Other Information
The Mountain Woodworker provides a variety of
quantity discounts and a special referral policy.
The color of our products may change with time

The
Mountain
Woodworker

and other conditions such as temperature and
humidity. If you would like to have a pen made
from a specific type of wood or from wood that
you supply the color and grain of the wood
cannot be guaranteed. All pens made by the
Mountain Woodworker are hand crafted and

Custom crafted furniture,
pens, and accents

thus do not have the precision that machine
made pens would have
For furniture restorers and home builders we
also make custom corbels and spindles.

Place your order by

the Christmas
holidays.

Please visit our web site at:
www.mountainwoodworker.com

123 Haywood Park Drive
Hendersonville, NC 28971
Phone: 828.890.8058
www.mountainwoodworker.com
pmrii@aol.com

ensure delivery for

Mountain Woodworker

November 15th to

Hendersonville, NC
Phone: 828.890.8058

The Mountain Woodworker:

Mission style sofa made of
Cherry and Sycamore

Furniture
The Mountain Woodworker specializes
in making Shaker and Mission style
furniture. We strive to maintain the
simplicity, beauty, and craftsmanship
of these styles. Our signature pieces
often use contrasting light and dark
woods such as maple and cherry, or
birch and walnut. Generally the lighter
woods are used for the structural parts
of the furniture such as legs, rails and
frames. The darker woods may be
used for stiles, panels, and accent
parts.

custom crafted furniture, pens, and accents
Pens

Accents

Our custom wood pens are made of
exotic woods from around the world like
none you have ever seen. They are all
hand turned, one at a time, to assure
the finest quality of writing instrument
possible. They provide you with a
comfortable writing seldom found in
other pens. To assure your satisfaction
we have a variety of styles and woods
to choose from.

Nothing enhances your hoe or office like handcrafted accent pieces.

Whether for personal use or as a gift
your hand-crafted pen will provide a
unique writing experience. Made of
quality components and a unique design
they are a great conversation a starter.
As a gift, their beauty tells others that
you didn’t just run out to a store and
bought a cheap gift.

From wine stoppers, to bowls, to personal use
items, all of our work is “one of a kind."

Bowl made of Australian
Blackwood

Hand-crafted pen made of Buttonwood
Serving tray Bubinga
base with maple handles

The woods that we use in making our hand
crafted furniture comes from sustainable
forests around the world..

Shaker style side table
made of Cherry

For our pens and accent pieces we use only
those woods that are legally imported.
A sampling of various styles and woods

